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Prexy's Message to Us

-

Our Alumni Secretary, who can never be disobeyed, asks me to send a brief
personal message to our former students to be printed in the March issue of
the RECORD. I suppose this is because I presented my resignation as President of Rollins to the Trustees at the annual meeting on February 21.
I had offered my resignation last summer to take effect at the pleasure of
the Trustees, but I said if I could have my wish I would like to come back
for this year and devote most of my time to the curriculum, faculty and students rather than to raising money, and then some time this year we could take
up and decide my future relation to the College.
The Trustees graciously permitted this and so now, having reached the age
of seventy-five (five years beyond the Biblical deadline of three score and ten)
I felt this year was the time to resign. Although the Trustees appointed a
committee last summer to select my successor, and advisory committees from
the faculty and alumni have been added to confer with them, they have asked
me to come back at least for the academic year 1948-49 when they hope to have
my successor appointed. I have accepted this appointment and suppose, therefore, next year will be my last year here. .
' Rollins seems to have passed through two main stages in its history and is
now entering the third stage. The first stage was the pioneering years of
building up from nothing the first institution of collegiate rank in Florida.
This was the era of heroic self-sacrifice and the era of faith, hope and (naturally) charity. The second stage began when I came here in 1925 and ends
with the conclusion of World War II. In this period we have made some important and forward looking contributions to academic procedure, and have
erected some twenty-five buildings and raised over $5,000,000.
(Continued on -page 10)
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Dr. Holt with Honorary Degree Recipients at Mid-Winter Convocation. Left to right:
Rev. Henry M. Edmonds, former dean of Knowles Memorial Chapel; S. Kendrick Guernsey, president of Rotary International; Gen. Jonathan M. Wainwright; President Hamilton
Holt of Rollins; President Sarah Gibson Blanding of Vassar; Thomas J. Dodd, U. S. Chief
Counsel at Nuremberg Trials; and Dr. Alberto Lleras Camargo, director general of the
Pan Amemrican Union.

ROLLINS CELEBRATES 63RD ANNIVERSARY OF FOUNDING

I-

Internationally known participants and some memorable occasions distinguished the 1948 observance of Founders' Week at Rollins.
An estimated 8000 subscribed in person on February 22 to the Animated
Magazine in the familiar Sandspur Bowl. In editing his 21st volume, President Hamilton Holt burnished the luster of his already brilliant list of contributors with: S. Kendrick Guernsey, president of Rotary International;
John R. Mott, Christian Leader and Nobel Prize Winner; Thomas J Dodd,
prosecutor of the Nazi High Command at the Nuremberg Trials; Sarah Gibson Blanding, president of Vassar College; Soo Yon'g Huang, noted actress
and monodramatist; Alberto Lleras Camargo, director general of the Pan
American Union and former president of the Republic of Columbia; Roy
Crane, creator of "Buz Sawyer" and "Captain Easy"; General Jonathan M.
Wainwright, hero of Corregidor; Edwin Mims, author of The Advancing
South and Adventurous America; Claude Pepper, U. S. Senator from Florida;
Wu-Chi Liu, professor of Oriental Culture at Rollins; and Albert Kennedy
Rowswell, Public Relations director for the Pittsburgh Pirates. Subscribers

m
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contributed $4,092.10 toward scholarships for veterans who are now students
at Rollins College.
Early next morning the College and its honor guests assembled in full
academic dress to march across The Horseshoe to Knowles Memorial Chapel
for Founders' Day Convocation. Many recall the pageantry and solemnity
of these occasions with the inspired singing of the Chapel Choir. But those
present this day heard 2 men speak whom they may never forget. One was
Thomas J. Dodd urging the strengthening of the United Nations to enforce
international law as the "best promise for peace yet offered." The other was
General Wainwright's first recounting before an audience of his experiences
in the Pacific War.
The honorary degree of Doctor of Laws was then conferred on: President
Blanding of Vassar; Dr. Lleras Camargo, director general of the Pan American Union; President Guernsey of Rotary International; Mr. Dodd, U. S.
Chief Trial Counsel at the Nuremberg Trials; and Gen. Wainwright. Dr.
Henry M. Edmonds, former dean of Knowles Memorial Chapel, received the
honorary degree of Doctor of Humanities.
Most universally heartwarming award of the day was the bestowing of the
Sullivan Medallion on Mrs. Willard A. Wattles — "for those enduring qualities of mind and spirit: reverence, humane understanding, good will, courage
and unselfish devotion to others." President Holt said in part: "Mary
Brownlee Wattles, wife of a Rollins professor whose place in our hearts is
strong, you also have won the admiration of the Rollins family, not solely because you are a superlative gardener — not because you make the best waffles
in Orange County, but rather because you are a woman of transparent goodness of spirit . . . No worthy cause in community or college calls on you in
vain . . . Your sense of loyalty, your affection — all the more strong for not being
lightly displayed . . . have mightily endeared you . . . Rollins students, and particularly your Kappa Kappa Gamma sisters, will long remember those little acts
of kindliness and love which are the spontaneous expression of a nature as life-giving as the Kansas prairies from which you
spring. In you we see the strength of the
pioneers, the salt of our American earth.
May this award be a constant reminder of
our deep admiration, and may it always
recall to our minds the qualities that we
cherish in American womanhood."
The newly completed Sullivan Memorial Building, between Carnegie and
Knowles Hall, was dedicated immediately
following Convocation. Mr. Wm. E.
Bardusch, president of the Algernon Sydney Sullivan Foundation of N. Y. City,
spoke at these exercises.
Mrs. Willard Wattles.

(Co?itinued on fage 5)
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Trustees Create Permanent Chair As Weddell Memorial Elect
Dr. Hanna First History of Americas Professor
President Hamilton Holt has announced the establishment of a Weddell Professorship in History of the Americas by the Board of Trustees of Rollins College as a memorial to Mr. and Mrs. Alexander W. Weddell. The Chair will
be permanently endowed with a $100,000 bequest left to the college by Mr. and
Mrs. Weddell upon their tragic deaths in a train accident near Otterville, Mo.,
on January 1, 1948.
The College Trustees have elected Dr. A. J. Hanna, Professor of History
and Director of Inter-American Studies at Rollins, to the newly created Chair.
Former U. S. Ambassador to Argentina and to Spain, Mr. Weddell was instrumental in organizing with Dr. Hanna and Professor Angela Palomo Campbell the Inter-American Center of Rollins in 1943. Rollins conferred an honorary degree of Doctor of Humanities on Mr. Weddell in 1947. He was also
a distinguished contributor to the Animated Magazine last year.
One of the first of its kind to be endowed in an American college, the Weddell Professorship will be devoted to the teaching and correlation of courses
covering the history of the Western Hemisphere. Dr. Hanna has been teaching a number of these courses at Rollins and this undertaking should serve
to continue and achieve those objectives to which Mr. and Mrs. Weddell devoted so much of their wealth and time.
Dr. Hanna was graduated from Rollins in 1917. He has since been a member of the administrative staff and faculty, with time out for service in the first
World War and for graduate study at the University of Madrid in 1931 and
the University of Mexico in 1934. In 1945 he received an honorary L.H.D.
from Rollins. His numerous historical books and monographs are listed with his
other accomplishments in WHO'S WHO OF AMERICA. In 1946 he did research in Mexico and travelled in Guatemala, Panama, Columbia. Venezuela
and Cuba.
ROLLINS CELEBRATES 63RD ANNIVERSARY OF FOUNDING
(Continued from fage 4)
Throughout Founders' Week "The Glass Menagerie" played to full houses
at the Annie Russell Theatre.
The Conservatory presented music students in recital on February 20.
There were continuing exhibits at the Beal-Maltbie Shell Museum; and prints
from 18 Central and South American countries, loaned by IBM, were displayed at the Casa Iberia.
One of the most notable offerings of the season was handsomely exhibited
Georg Jensen silver, ceramics, Orrefors and Steuben glass, textiles from the
Scalamandre Museum, Whiddicomb furniture and choice pieces from other
special collections at the Morse Gallery of Art.
Mid-winter events closed with the 13th annual Bach Festival in Knowles
Memorial Chapel on the first week-end in March. Music critics pronounced
this performance of the 150 voice Bach Choir the best since the festivals were
started in 1936.
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Ground TJhe JTorseshoe
by MARY MALTA PETERS
1948 burst upon the campus in a veritable shower of stars! Leo G. Carroll
started the parade with "Angel Street." The theatre had hardly cooled when
Ruddy Ebsen starred in "The Male Animal." Buddy was most enthusiastic
about his student supporting cast. Then came the Economic Conference with
its collection of nationally prominent businessmen . . . students closed the
session with their debate on the Taft-Hartley bill.
KA's and Theta's were congratulated on their undefeated basketball seasons.
Runnersup were X Club and the Freshman Girls. Crew Intramurals ended
in a three-way tie: Delta Chi, KA, and Sigma Nu.
Annual scholarship cups were awarded to Gamma Phi (they made it five
in a row) and Delta Chi.
Orlando Radio Station WHOO started a series of campus quizzes, with
various campus groups in friendly competition . . . Prepared for questions on
the "undergraduate level," first week's contestants were stunned to hear,
"Where is the Sargasso Sea?" The audience was further stunned to hear it
answered correctly.
Doubleday recently published graduate student Martin Dibner's first novel.
The Bachelor Seals . . . NEWSWEEK calls it, "competent, well paced, and
quite moving"; and the N. Y. TIMES says of Dibner, "He can write powerfully about the people and places he has known."
Bill Shelton '48, another World War II veteran, won the Gen. Reeves
Oratorical Contest this year. Bill's short story, Snow Girl, won the $2500
ATLANTIC MONTHLY prize last spring and has just been selected to
appear in the O. Henry collection of short stories for 1947.
Alpha Phi "Magnolia" MacDonald and X Clubber Cecil van Hoose were
crowned King and Queen of Hearts at the Kappa Valentine Ball in Sanford,
February 14. Lambda Chi "Foots" Brumley immediately announced his candidacy for constable of that city. He claims there is no connection. . .
Edited by Ann Craver, the '47 TOMOKAN was announced as one of three
Rollins publications awarded prizes for excellence by the American College
Public Relations Assn. FLAMINGO publication continued on its one-a-term
cycle. Innovations under Editor Zoe Weston include a $5.00 prize each
issue for the best short story, article, and poem. Sandspur editor competition held the spotlight all winter term. Candidates from KA, Pi Phi, Kappa
and Chi O each edited 2 issues. KA Pete Sholley won in a third and close
student poll.
In spite of a floor that has so deteriorated that intercollegiate basketball has
had to be suspended, "Rec" Hall rang with the cheers of student and alumni
enthusiasts on February 20. Coach Justice corralled enough former Tar talent on campus the night before Alumni Day to meet the second team of the
Intramural All-Stars. It took time out to catch their breaths and frequent
substitutions, but the Old Salts defeated the scrappy Tar hoopsters in a tight
36-35 thriller. On the winning team were: Buck Johnson '40, Freddie Caldwell '44, Tim Tyler '47, Buddy Bryson '47, Ed Jones '43, Kermit Dell '45,
Ed Acree '47 and Joe Justice '40.
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Bob Hayes, retiring president of the Alumni Association, presenting President Holt with
a portable radio from Rollins Alumni at the Annual Luncheon. Jack Howden, master of
ceremonies, joins in the general laughter at Prexy's remark: "Now I can listen to my
favorite program It Pays To Be Ignorant!"

February 21 marked the reactivation of ODK . . . Dean Stone, Don Vincent,
Howard Bailey, and Judge Cheney were tapped from the faculty; students'
Bob Ferguson, Student Council President Dick Every, Herman Goodwin, Bill
Rinck, Joe Masters and Gordon Tully were honored. The last 4 listed were
selected for Who's Who, as were Eleanor Holdt, Mary Clair Upthegrove, Zoe
Weston and Alice O'Neal.
Tennis Prof Eddie Copeland was ranked sixth teaching pro in the nation by
the Lawn Tennis Assn., no surprise to those who have watched his students in
the assorted tournaments. Student golfers held their own in the Golf Championship at Dudsdread Country Club.
The X Club and Theta collaborated on the highly successful Rose Ball, also
at Dubs. . . next dance was the Lambda Chi Costume caper. . .
Founders' Week production, "The Glass Menagerie," featured Professor
Nina Oliver Dean and a student cast. . . next was "The Barretts of Wimpole
Street". Animated Magazine contributors Jonathan Wainwright, Thomas
Dodd, et al, attracted scores of listeners for both the Magazine and the Convocation. Selection of Mrs. Willard Wattles for the Algernon Sidney Sullivan medallion brought as much pleasure as Prexy's decision to resign in '49
brought sadness.
(Continued on -page 8)
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TAMPA ALUMNI MEET AND TAKE PART IN
AAC INTERCOLLEGIATE OPEN FORUM
Delegates from over 35 southeastern college and university members of the
American Alumni Council met in Tampa, Fla., the first week-end in February
for the annual District III Conference. Rollins was represented by Alumni
Secretary Aurora McKay, who was booked as a group discussion leader on
alumni magazines.
As a feature of the full schedule, time was alloted on the evening of February 2 for individual alumni group meetings preceding an intercollegiate
Open Forum. Rollinsites gathered at 6:00 p.m. for an informal dinner in the
Cricket Room at the Bay View Hotel.
Old and new Rollins friends met in the lounge and were greeted by Aurora
McKay '30. Founders' Week programs were distributed with a cordial invitation to return to the campus for Alumni Day on February 21.
Seated around the Rollins table were: Rev. and Mrs. Allen Bartlett; Jean
and Ruth (Smith) Yadley; Mr. and Mrs. Cappy Graham; John and Helen
(McKay) Martin; Mrs. Mary Shepherd Huffstutler; Ruth Spruance; Nonita
Cuesta; Dr. Alvord and Ruth (Waldron) Stone; Mrs. Jim Wishart (Edna
Wells); and Aurora McKay.
Allen Bartlett '28, who is the new Assistant Pastor for the First Methodist
Church in Tampa, asked the blessing.
The College colors were featured in a large floral centerpiece; and ingeniously carried out in each course, delightfully climaxed with pineapple
parfaits topped with azure tinted whip cream.
Rollins alumni joined the other college groups at 8:15 p.m. in the University of Tampa ballroom. National President of the American Alumni Council, Kenney Ford of Kansas State College, welcomed 550 alumni present for
this event. And Vic Davis, University of Tennessee Alumni Secretary, conducted the Open Forum.
Dr. Alvord L. Stone '22 served on the official panel for Rollins and several
of our Alumni contributed from the floor to the forum discussion on "The
Making of a Good Alumnus."
The University of Tampa, host to the 1948 convention, served chilled citrus
juice at the close of the evening.
AROUND THE HORSESHOE
(Continued from fage 7)
At the Southeastern Forensic Tournament at Hickory, N. C, in March
Rollins students received the following awards: Joe Friedman, first place in
Public Address and second place in Radio Newscasting for Men; Madge
Martin, second place in Poetry Reading, Radio Newscasting for Women and
Aften Dinner Speaking; and Mary DeLano, second place in Problem Solving.
Townspeople and Faculty combined talents March 18, 19 and 20, to present
"The Man with the Iron Fang" or "Skinlock Bones on the Spot," a subtle (but
not TOO subtle) 'Mellodrammer' by Miss Winifred Gwyn-Jeffreys at the
Annie Russell Theatre. It was good fun for the benefit of the Annie Russell
Theatre Improvement Fund directed by Howard Bailey. Students, Faculty
and Staff enjoyed a command performance on St. Patrick's Day.
By all rights, a year that burst upon us ought to fade out gently; looks like
this one is gathering momentum as it goes along. . .

THE ROLLINS ALUMNI RECORD

FACULTY NEWS
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Ed. Note: Professor Flora Linsay Magoun has our deepest sympathy in
the loss of her mother on February 28. Mrs. Magoun immediately enplaned
for her parents' home in N. Y. City, but has now returned to Rollins and we
hope will resume writing this feature in our June issue.
Rollins Faculty officially attending the inauguration of President J. Hillis
Miller at the Univ. of Fla. in Gainesville early in March, were: President
Hamilton Holt, representing Rollins; Dr. Norman E. Gilbert, representing
Dartmouth; Dr. Theodore Collier, representing Hamilton College; Dr. Rhea
Marsh Smith, representing Southern Methodist Univ. of Texas; Dr. James
H. Russell, representing Allegheny College; and Dr. G. Willard Freeman,
representing Kenyon College. Mrs. A. B. Minor, Rollins Associate Librarian,
attended the Southern Library Conference at Gainesville that same week-end.
Dr. Edward Mims, former visiting professor of English at Rollins, repeated
his fine series of assembly talks for students by popular demand this winter
in the Annie Russell Theatre. Dr. Mims, professor emeritus of Vanderbilt
Univ., was head of the English department there for many years. A distinguished lecturer and writer, he is a recognized authority on American and
Southern literature. This term he also gave a series of 4 lectures on modern
English and American poets as part of the Rollins College Adult Education
program.
Librarian Horace A. Tollefson's article on the Reid library circulation system in the February issue of LIBRARY JOURNAL has brought him many
interested inquiries from readers of this leading magazine in that field.
Among those who have requested complete information are: The State Library of New Hampshire; Limestone College of South Carolina; Atlanta
University; and the Tulane University Library. Mr. Tollefson, in charge" of
our Library since September of 1946, says the Reid one-card system "is working as efficiently at Rollins College as it has at much larger Ann Arbor."
Dr. Herman Siewert, Knowles Memorial Chapel organist, has been presenting organ vesper services on Wednesday afternoons during the winter term,
with several alumni and students appearing as guest artists.
Dr. Helen Moore, professor of Piano, was saluted by Orlando's new radio
station WHOO with a program on Sunday, January 4, and was presented with
an orchid. Dr. Moore has carried a heavy schedule of recitals in the Winter
Park-Orlando area during the winter term, and left early in March on a concert tour of North and South Carolina.
Miss Mabel Ritch, contralto and professor of Voice, offered her annual
faculty recital early in March, as well as another program in Mt. Dora in
February.
William B. Whitaker, associate professor of Speech and Radio, acts as moderator on the Rollins Radio Forum which is broadcast weekly from Dyer Memorial Building over WHOO. Each broadcast features special guests as members of the panel.
Members of the Rollins Faculty have spoken at a variety of meetings: Dr.
A. J. Hanna, director of Inter-American Studies and professor of History,
on "The Redemption of Lake Okeechobee, Center of a Kingly Domain" before the Florida State Chamber of Commerce in St. Petersburg, and on "Economic Factors in the Opening of the Lake Okeechobee Region" before the
( Continued on page 10)
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PREXY'S MESSAGE TO US
(Continued from fage 2)
No world can go through such a war as our last one without being profoundly changed in the political, economic and moral sphere. Men over fifty
(certainly men over sixty), with the rarest exception, ought not to attempt to
lead the College with these perplexing new issues before them, for those men
had their opinions and ideals pretty well fixed before the war started and will
be unable in most cases to readjust themselves to the new forces which the
younger men understand better than we do. So I hope my successor will be
under fifty, as will the majority of the professors, and that the alumni under
that age will unite with them in making the third stage which Rollins is now
entering far superior to the two preceding stages.
I know that the curriculm of Rollins fifty years from now will be as different
from our present curriculum as our present curriculum differs from the one
of fifty years ago. But I know that if the Trustees of the Rollins of tomorrow
place the emphasis first on personalized education and regard the chief function of a professor is to teach well and respect and love his students, I have no
expectation that any of you will hear a creaking sound as I turn over in my
grave.
It is a wonderful privilege for any man to be employed in a profession
where the human contact predominates. I regard the personal contacts and
friendships I have been privileged to make with the former students that I
have known here and in after life, as one of the great joys of my life, and I
hope that when I do retire, not to otium cum dignitate (for I want to wear out
rather than rust out) I shall keep in touch with all of you whose friendships
have ever been such a blessing to me.
FACULTY NEWS
(Continued, from fage 9)
Southern Historical Assn. in Savannah; Dr. Alexander Waite, professor of
Psychology, on "Difficult Problems in Child Behavior" before the PTA in
Orlando; Dr. G. Willard Freeman, assistant professor of Business Administration, on "Advertising Techniques" before the Advertising Club in Orlando; Rev. Theodore S. Darrah, Dean of Knowles Memorial Chapel, on "The
Book in Current Religion" before the Unitarian Church Community Forum;
Dr. Royal W. France, professor of Economics, on "Why the World Is Hungry
and Afraid" on the John Martin series; Frederick W. Sleight, consultant in
Archaeology, 6 lectures on "Pre-History in the Americas" on the Rollins
Adult Education program; Jessie Rittenhouse Scollard, conference leader and
consultant in the Art of Poetry Writing, on "New Evaluations of Edwin
Arlington Robinson" before the Poetry Society; Dr. Rhea Marsh Smith, professor of History, on "Trends in United States Foreign Policy Since World
War I" before the local AAUW, (he also presided at the session on "Modern
Diplomacy" at the meeting of the Southern Historical Assn. in Savannah);
Audrey Packham, associate professor of Education, on "Extra-class Activities
for Interns" before the Central Florida directing teachers meeting; and Dr.
George Saute, professor of Mathematics, on "The Challenge of the Atomic
Bomb" on the John Martin series.
The Rollins English department paid tribute to Constance Fenimore Woolson, distinguished author and poet, at a tea given in Woolson House in Jan-
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uary. Dr. Fred Lewis Pattee, professor emeritus of American Literature,
spoke of Miss Woolson's place in American literature with emphasis on the
Florida scene.
Dr. George Saute, director of the Institute of World Government at Rollins
College, was named director at the Florida Branch of United World Federalists Convention held at Rollins in January.
PRESS PRAISES ROLLINS WRITERS

t

Lake Okeechobee by A. J. and Kathryn Abbey Hanna. Published by the
Bobs-Merrill Co., 1948.
Well documented with bibliography, maps and photographs, this regional
history is receiving favorable comment from the national as well as state press.
Dr. Hanna '17 needs no introduction to RECORD readers as a thorough
historian and author. His wife, Dr. Kathryn Abbey Hanna '47 (HON.),
was head of the History Department at the Florida State University in Tallahassee for IS years and is Chairman of the State Library Board. Both
are recognized scholars and writers of successful books of historical merit.
Their skill is combined for the first time in this recently published history
of the second-largest fresh water lake wholly within the United States just
north of the tropical wonderland of the Everglades for which it forms the
wellspring.
"The Hannas move quickly through the Indian pre-history and the early
Spanish history on the edges of this area," says the reviewer in the N. Y.
HERALD TRIBUNE of March 7. "Their best work begins when they record
the penetration of these hushed and jungle-veiled shores by the first white
Americans. ... It makes a packed, concise record of human activity, of American adventurousness in a strange land of shifting waters and jungles and
beaches and saw-grass, of sudden storms and raging hurricanes . . . (they)
have here produced the finest research and compilation job in their individual
or their combined careers. . . . The book becomes the basic work of historical
and contemporary reference for the entire area of inner Florida."
Excerpts from THE N. Y. TIMES BOOK REVIEW section of the same
date read: "They have given us a fascinating view of a region which has had
more than its share of ups and downs — where now, a great agricultural empire is slowly developing to its full stature. For this they deserve the thanks
of the Floridians who know and love this strange and incredibly rich section.
The general public will find in this account a store of important information,
told in a manner that makes excellent reading."
THE CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER, TAMPA SUNDAY TRIBUNE
and BALTIMORE NEWS-POST are equally laudatory in appraising this recently published ninth volume in The American Lake Series edited by Milo
M. Quaife.
An editorial in the ORLANDO MORNING SENTINEL of March 19
declares: "Lake Okeechobee is not only first class recreational reading but
priceless as a reference volume. It should be required study for every citizen
of Florida. . . . The research done by the Hannas is obviously extensive. The
finished product serves to tie together many documents and opinions from a
variety of sources over the years and presents the conclusion with admirable
objectiveness."

12
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Mrs. Magne Kjellesvig (Trina G. Gonzalez) died on July 20, 1947, at
Chevy Chase, Maryland. Mrs. Kjellesvig attended Rollins during the Gay
Nineties. She is survived by her husband, six children and eight grandchildren.

Miss Harriet Elizabeth Dyer passed away September 26, 1947, in Rhode
Island. She was a member of the Class of 1916 and Class Secretary. She is
survived by her sister, Mrs. Charles Collins.

We have also just learned of Jane Chalker Willard's death in New York City
shortly before Christmas, 1947. A four year student at Rollins, Jane received
her A.B. degree in 1937. She is survived by her sister, Mrs. John L. Eliot, Jr.

Dr. Jeremiah Simeon Young, beloved teacher of government and political
science for many years at Rollins, died on December 30, 1947, at his home in
Winter Park. His entire life was devoted to the field of education. Memorial
Services were held for Dr. Young in the Knowles Memorial Chapel on January
5. He is survived by his widow, daughter, two grandchildren and four brothers.

Former Ambassador and Mrs. Alexander W. Weddell died as the result of
a train wreck near Otterville, Missouri, on January 1, 1948. Mr. Weddell,
former Ambassador to Spain, received an L.H.D. (HON.) from Rollins in
February, 1947.

Joshua C. Chase, former Trustee of Rollins College died in Winter Park on
January 7, 1948, at the age of 89. Mr. Chase was awarded the Rollins Decoration of Honor in 1935. At Memorial Vespers in Knowles Memorial Chapel
on January 10, Dr. Holt described Mr. Chase as a man who was "universally
acknowledged as one of the foremost social, civic and business leaders of the
great Commonwealth he has played such an honored role in building." His
daughter, Cecilia, attended Rollins in 1929, and is now Mrs. RalplTC Lasbury. Besides his daughter, Mr. Chase is survived by his widow and five
grandchildren.

We are saddened by the untimely death of Joseph Larry Matthews Jr on
February 11, 1948, in Sikeston, Missouri. Joe received his A.B.. degree
degree at
Rollins in 1939 He is survived by his wife, his parents, Mr. and Mrs Joseph
L. Matthews, his brother, Robert S. Matthews '42, and his grandmother.
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"BRAD" BOOKS INTERCOLLEGIATE SHELL RACES
Dr. U. T. Bradley, Tar crew coach, has scheduled Rollins oarsmen to rowas listed:
March 27
Boston University
April 2
Dartmouth College
April 3
American International College
April 9 or 10 Amherst College
May
1
Washington and Lee University
May 22
Dad Vail Regatta
All home races will be held on Lake Maitland.
for further details.

Winter Park, Fla.
Winter Park, Fla.
Winter Park, Fla.
Winter Park, Fla.
Lexington, Va.
Boston, Mass.
See your local newspapers

CLASS NOTf S

I

Gay Nineties
Secretary: Rev. Henry B. Mowbray, 442
Chase Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
On the afternoon of February 21, 1948,
early Rollins students gathered for the
tenth year at the home of your correspondent for our traditional Gay 90's Tea. Pink
table and house decorations were pleasant
reminders that Oleander Pink was the Rollins color for its first 10 years of existence.
Last June graduates, Joan Sherrick and
Betty Lee Kenagy, presided at the tea table
appropriately gowned in Gay 90 dresses
from the Annie Russell Theatre wardrobe.
Mrs. Frederick L. Lewton of Wash., D.
C, whose husband was a charter student at
Rollins, and Rodman and Kay (Lewis)
Lehman also assisted me in the hospitalities
for this occasion.
Attending this annual Alumni Day event
were: Mrs. W. B. Ballard (Marion
Coombs), John D. Evans, Jacob Gazan,
Mr. and Mrs. S. Waters Howe, Miss Hattie
and Mrs. Florence Hudson, Ira J. Johnston, Dr. and Mrs. Frederick L. Lewton,
Miss Minnie Moreman, Mrs. John Neville,
Miss Anna Rand, Mrs. B. M. Robinson
(Marian Curtis), Mrs. Belle Abbott Roxby,
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Shepherd (Gertrude
Funkhouser), Mr. and Mrs. C. Fred Ward
(Clara Layton), Miss Gertrude Wilcox,
Mrs. A. B. Whitman (Maud Neff) and
Alumni Secretary Aurora McKay.
Miss Grace V. Wakelin of Tavares motored over to the campus for the annual
meeting in the Alumni House and Luncheon
in the Rollins Center.

Dr. Frederick L. Lewton, Local Arrangements Committee Chairman, presided at
both afternoon and evening sessions of the
Florida Audubon Society in the Annie
Russell Theatre March 6.
Mrs. A. B. Whitman served on Dr. Lewton's Committee for this oldest conservation
organization in the State of Florida.
Miss Gertrude Wilcox was the house
guest of Dr. and Mrs. Whitman in Orlando
during Founders' Week.
Another refreshing card this January
from Paul Patton Faris reads: "In order to
set at rest the fluttering spirits of the
Laguna Beach Postoffice, do let me inform
you that my address has been changed to
699 Griffith Way, Laguna Beach, Calif.
You may have heard that houses have been
hard to obtain. Yes, even out here. So
we built a small house on a hillside among
hills, but overlooking the sea very pleasantly, and for a month have been settled in it
(I wish the bills on it had been settled
also!). The December issue of THE ROLLINS ALUMNI RECORD is crammed
with interest throughout its 36 pages.
Thank you and congratulations."
Class of 1907
Secretary: Berkeley Blackman, 2669
Boulevard Dr., S. E., Atlanta, Ga.
Don Cheney attended the Southeastern
district meeting of the American College
Public Relations Assn. in Atlanta, Ga.,
early in January.
Being officially connected with the College, Judge Cheney took part in all alumni
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Rev. and Mrs. Allen E. Bartlett with their attractive family, reading left to rij
Jas. E. Ill, Marjorie Beth, Allen, Jr., and Susan.
activities during^ Founders' Week and was
re-elected to the Executive Committee of
the representative Alumni Council. He
was chairman for the dedication of the
newly completed Sullivan Building on
campus.
Class of 1915
Katherine Doggett Grissett (Mrs. Finley), her husband and their youngest child,
Priscilla Ann, returned to the mission field
last June. They now live in Lolodorf,
Cameroun, West Africa.
Class of 1918
Secretary: Anne C. Stone, Stonehurst,
Winter Park, Fla.
Elizabeth Russell Fuessle (Mrs. Kenneth) is receiving favorable comments
on her recent publication, Professional
Groivth on the Job. The book, which
is published by the Family Service Assn.
of America, is a guide for the public
assistance worker and is being used by
private agencies, probation officers, the Red
Cross, etc. The author has tried to translate into terms that any intelligent person
can understand the basic principles of case
work. Jane Hoey, Director of the Social
Security Administration, writes that it is
a "real contribution to the field and we are
proud to have it. We shall recommend its
use
"

Elizabeth continues with her work in the
N. Y. Dept. of Welfare and is at present
Case Supervisor in Welfare Center 53,
which covers the entire Borough of Queens
and a part of Brooklyn. Congratulations,
"Sunshine," on the good work you are accomplishing !
Alumni Day brought "Peg" Hall Royal
(Mrs. Thomas E.) and your secretary onto
the campus to participate in the affairs.
Class of 1919
Secretary: Dr. Florence M. Stone, 127
Remsen St., Apt. 3 A, Brooklyn 2, N. Y.
Celia Saloman, who is enjoying a successful career in N. Y. City, gave an organ
concert at Town Hall on January 17. According to THE N. Y. TIMES, Celia
played a program of works by Schumann,
Bach, Berg, Poulenc, Bowles and Ravel to
"a good-sized and appreciative audience."
Winifred (Tiny) Hanchett, formerly
Mrs. Frank Cameron MacCardell, arrived
just before the Christmas holidays for a
winter vacation in Florida. Revisiting the
Rollins Campus for the first time in many
years she was enthusiastic over its development and increasing beauty. Her son, Cameron Huntington MacCardell, is now attending Rollins for his second year. Her
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brother, Huntington Hanchett, earned his
degree at Rollins in 1932. And her father,
the late Dr. Henry G. Hanchett, both
taught and gave recitals at Rollins. An
internationally known organist and pianist,
Dr. Hanchett was cofounder of the American Guild of Organists.
A number of Tiny's intimate friends
gathered in Knowles Memorial Chapel on
January 18 to witness her marriage to
Paul Thatcher Flood. Dean Arthur D.
Enyart performed the ceremony. Long associated as teachers of speech, Mr. and
Mrs. Flood have collaborated in recently
perfecting an original Speech Method. Since
returning to N. Y. City they have moved
their studio to 134 W. 58th St., where they
are living in the Wilshire House.
Class of 1920
Secretary: T. DeWitt Taylor, c/o High
School, Pierson, Fla.
Bill Giddings, who is general manager
of the Polk Packing Assn. of Winter
Haven, Fla., was recently asked to serve
on the Farm Advisory Council by the
chairman of the Florida Industrial Commission.
Helen Waterhouse, Don Vincent and
Earl Shannon were Alumni Day representatives of our class.
Bob, Jr., is the 2 V2 year old son of Mr. and
Mrs. Bob Levitt. His sister, Ethel Merman II, is 5 years old now.
Class of 1923
Secretary: Ray Greene, 252 Chase Ave.,
Winter Park, Fla.
We have just learned of Lucy Anderson's
marriage to Gordon B. Wenner which took
place December 22, 1942. Lucy's address
in Alexandria, Va., is 620 Duke St.
Francis R. Bridges, Jr., has been elected
a member of the Vestry of the St. Johns
Episcopal Church of Tallahassee, Fla.
Frances ("Jimmy") James and I represented our class Alumni Day.
Ed. Note: Your secretary was elected
president of the board of directors of the
Orange County YMCA in January.

Hilary Dee Zeigler, daughter of Barbara
Dee Parsons (Mrs. Jas. E.), at the age of
6 weeks.

Class of 1925
Secretary:
Rebecca Caldwell, Lake
Wales, Fla.
Virginia Davis is secretary to the President of the Univ. of Southern Calif. Her
home address is: 2205% Fourth Ave., Los
Angeles 16, Calif. Ginny writes: "Just
moved out here 4 months ago. It's almost
as nice as Florida! Hello to anyone who
might remember me!"
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Dorothy Lyon is working as secretary
with the G-E Appliances, Inc., in Tampa,
Fla., but she is living in St. Petersburg at
828% Sixteenth Ave.
Participating in Alumni Day activities
were: Trillis W. Windom (Mrs. William
H.), Edna Wallace Johnston (Mrs. Walter
B.), Ruth Amy Sebring (Mrs. Payne), Guy
Colado, and myself.
Class of 1926
Secretary: Mrs. W. H. Gore (Catherine
Young), Oviedo, Fla.
Mae Blair is now teaching at the Turkey
Creek Strawberry School in Plant City,
Fla. She also worked at the Orlando Exposition in February.
/
Representing our class on Alumni Day
were Beryl Bowman and Webber Haines.
Class of 1927
Secretary: Mrs. Rodman J. Lehman
(Katherine Lewis), 772 Maryland Ave.,
Winter Park, Fla.
Not much news this time — how about
getting in some about yourselves?
Dickie Dickson Colado (Mrs. Guy),
Anna Van Nest Wood (Mrs. Wallace F.)
and yours truly seemed to have had to hold
up the honor of the Class at the Alumni
Day and Founders' Week activities. You
missed a real treat by not being present at
the Alumni Luncheon when Prexy was
honored. Better start planning right now
for next year and don't forget to put a
big red circle around that date 4 years
hence when we shall be celebrating our
25th Reunion. Remember — send in your
suggestions for that big event either to
Dickie or to me.
The only other item I know is that Billie
Freeman Greene (Mrs. Raymond W.) is
touring around South America. She is
painting and lecturing on flower arrangements before Garden Clubs.
Class of 1928
Secretary: Carter Bradford, 300 Sylvan
Drive, Winter Park, Fla.
Vaudine Logan Newell writes from N. Y.
City that she is Feature writer and Editor
of the Food Dept. on the N. Y. MIRROR.
We were well represented on Alumni
Day by: Trixie Larsen Vincent (Mrs. Donald), Allan Bartlett and Sid Carlson.
Edna Wells Wishart (Mrs. Jim) drove
up from Tampa late in February. She enjoyed a few days of seeing the wonderful
changes on campus and a number of her
Rollins friends now living in Winter Park.
Edna and Jim flew out to Los Angeles in
December and took in the Rose Bowl
Game while there.
Claude Couch is guidance director at
Bridgeton (N.J.) High School, counseling
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1500 high school pupils, 700 Jr. high school
and overseeing the work in 6 grade schools.
As head of this department, Sophie has 2
assistants and 16 part-time counselors
working for him. He earned his M. A.
degree at Temple Univ. and is a member of
Phi Delta Kappa, honorary educational
fraternity for graduate students. Soph is
vice-president of the local Kiwanis Club,
vice chairman of that Boy Scout district,
president of the Teachers Club, and a deacon and trustee of the First Presbyterian
Church, "So you see I manage to keep
moving,' he says. His twin children, Ann
and Bill were 11 years old on Christmas
Day.
Class of 1929
Secretary: Nancy Brown, 311 N. Piedmont St., Arlington, Va.
Allen Cutter is teaching Physical Education at the Alessandro Jr. High School in
San Bernardino, Calif., and living at 1487
Dwight Way.
Frances Foley Dickinson (Mrs. Edwin)
is also teaching. Her address is 420 W. 119
St., N. Y. 27, N. Y.
Cornelius Van Poll is a radio dispatcher
with the Minneapolis, Minn., Police Dept.
Those of our class who were at Rollins
for Alumni Day included: Mrs. Anne Lupton Shook, Prof. Ollie Bandy, Rev. Jim
Bartlett, Dr. Bill Jennings, Rodman Lehman and Russ Fuller.
John and Marlise (Johnson) Cummins
live in Plattsburg, N. Y., at 22 Macombe
St. Of their 11-year-old daughter, Melissa
Ann, Marlisle says: "She has pigtails, is

Eleanor Sheets Carter (Mrs. Julian) with
Louise and Julian, Jr.

!
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very nice and is going to be either a cowboy or ballet dancer — she vacillates between the two."
Class of 1930

t

Secretary: Clara Adolfs, Rollins College,
Winter Park, Fla.
Syracuse still holds Mazzie Wilson. A
card from her states that she's "busy
splashing in the academic pool and trying
to tame a group of potential female citizens
. . . 'tame' is truly a better word than
train." From which we gather Mazzie is
getting some good training herself!
Hurray for Clementine Hall Kastendieck!
She and husband Miles received a double
blessing on January 26 when Richard Merwin and Jon Gaylor arrived in their home.
Little Carol Lizabeth is in seventh heaven
with 2 "just alike" brothers.
In January Sarah Huey Lewis and her
2 young sons stopped by on their way to
Ft. Myers for the season.
Aurora McKay was second place winner
for costumes worn to the annual Hispanic
Institute dinner here on February 8. Aurora
wore an authentic Spanish costume which
featured the lace mantilla and comb of a
Spanish lady.
A letter from Bob Pepper tells us that
in addition to his work as News Editor of
the Ft. Myers News Press, he is also publicity director of the Thomas A. Edison
winter home in Ft. Myers. This 5 acre
estate was recently opened to the public,
and among many of the interesting features
is the "Walk of Friendship" including a
stone from the home of our own Prexy.
"The mountain comes to Mahomet" or
something like that is what happened to
Central Florida. We who couldn't go to
New York to see Buddy Ebsen had the
privilege and pleasure of seeing him on the
stage of the Annie Russell Theatre in "The
Male Animal" this January. It was really
a wonderful and exciting occasion, and we
predict an even bigger and better future
for Buddy behind the footlights.
John McClellan writes that he is attending the local (Amherst, Mass.) Agricultural
School, under the G.I. training bill, trying
to catch up on some things he didn't take
at Rollins, and to learn some agriculture.
We regret to report the death of Doris
Bartlett Harrington last July, and send our
belated words of sympathy to her family
and friends.
Martha Schanck Persons, Marion Sias
Geiger (Mrs. Richard J.), Charlotte Stienhans and Louise Howes Duckworth (Mrs.
Manly C.) attended the Aiumni luncheon
for Prexy, as of course did Clara Adolfs

Dr. Bernhard Siegel with his youngsters,
Vera and Wolfgang.
and Aurora McKay. Louise once again
lent her voice to the Bach Festival.
The editor of the Florida verse magazine
had the benefit of assistance from Boots
Westcn Tuttle for his recent issue — sorry
not to have even a glimpse of her. Life is
just as busy and hectic as ever at Rollins!
Class of 1931
Secretary: Jewel May Lewter, 811 Orange Ave., Orlando, Fla.
Word has just reached us of Blaha Balcar's marriage to Jarmila Marie Vebrova in
Prague on November 15.
George Holt, state director of United
Federalists in Connecticut, spoke January
20 before the School of Politics of the
Women's National Republican Club on
"World Federation."
Dorothy Allen Greene (Mrs. Ralph F.)
has a third son, Daniel Michael, born January 21. The Greenes have bought a home
on a hillside at the edge of Boulder, Colo.,
with a beautiful view.
Dr. Harry Z. Gaw is Professor of Microbiology at the National Wahan Univ. in
Wachang, Hupeh, China.
Robert W. Stephens was promoted to
the vice-presidency of the Guaranty Trust
Co. of N. Y. City on January 21. Bob was
on campus for the Trustee meeting on February 21 and attended the Alumni Luncheon that day.
Bob (H.) James and his attractive wife
drove up from Clearwater for the Animated Magazine next day.
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pounds of fat or 2 pounds of coffee bought
at the black market). No wonder that
theft and robbery have become quite popular with bad effect on the morality of the
youth."
"Murph" Race Harris (Mrs. Dick) has
already sent Bernhard "wonderful letters
and heavenly packages." For those who
wish to follow suit, here is his address:
Dr. Bernhard Siegel
22a Leverkusen-Schlebush 1
Bahnstr. 49
North-Rhine-Region British Zone
Germany.
Class of 1932

Willa, 5 year old daughter of Betty Trevor
Bujfum (Mrs. S. W.).
Our classmate, Bernhard Siegel, will be
remembered by many as an exchange student in 1928-29. Bernhard returned to Germany and earned his Ph.D. at the Univ.
of Hamburg. He was married in 1938
and has 2 children.
Martha Schanck Persons '30 shares with
us this recent news from Bernhard.
"Wolfgang, who is nearly 5 years old, is
very lively and has much charm, so everybody loves him. Vera is a diligent schoolgirl and a busy doll-mother, who cares
very well for her little ones. (She is 7.)
They get along together pretty well especially when making whoopee in the evening
. . . are happy with their playmates and
quite healthy. Vera even more than Wolfgang who almost died of diptheria when
2% years old. An operation, which caused
an ugly scar upon his neck, saved his life
in the very last minute. Later my wife,
Amelie, and then myself caught this devilish disease, but overcame it fairly well
without operation and scars. It's very sweet
of you to offer your help ... I must confess that conditions of living in Germany
are dreadful. Can you imagine to get along
with normal rations of 6 ounces of fat, 8
ounces of sugar and 12 ounces of meat a
month, little blue milk but for children
below 6 years, no fruit, no vegetables, no
tea, no coffee, no coal? And this month in
our region there is no meat, no sugar, no
fat on sale. Due to heavy taxes there is
nobody able to have a net income of more
than 1,000 marks a month — (that is 3

Secretary: Mrs. William Moore (Lucille
Tolson), 408 Wild Olive Dr., Daytona
Beach, Fla.
Severin Bourne is to be congratulated
on his appointment as public relations director of the Eaton Paper Corp. January
28. Severin was a former owner of Nascon
Products, Inc., which is now a division of
Eaton's. His offices are at: 60 East 42nd
St., N. Y., N. Y.
Manly Duckworth gave a piano recital
for the Sorosis Club in Orlando January
20. His program consisted of the works of
Bach, Brahms, Mendelssohn, Chopin and
Ravel. On April 7, the Rollins Chapter of
Pi Kappa Lambda will sponsor a twopiano recital by Joseph Levine and Manly
in the Annie Russell Theatre.
Phyrne Squier Russell returned to Winter Park early this month with much welcome news of fellow alumni that she has
seen or heard from lately.
Christie MacKaye Barnes (Mrs. Henry)
has a baby daughter, Marion. Her son,
Johnnie Michael must be about 5 years old
now.
Ernestine Meres Salley (Mrs. H. M.)
and her sons Ernest, Hammond and Dudley have moved from Florida to the State
of Washington. Her husband, Lt. Col. Salley, is in the regular Army and is now stationed there.
Mildred Hope Robinson (Mrs. J. B.) is
living in Brooklyn, N. Y., on Joralemon
St.
Class of 1933
Secretary: Mrs. Henry M. Douglass
(Thelma Van Buskirk), 2466 Fairway
Ave., S., St. Petersburg, Fla.
Our class can certainly be proud that
George Carrison was nominated by alumni
to the Rollins Board of Trustees for a 3year term beginning in 1948. The nomination was approved by the Trustees, and
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George attended his first Trustee Meeting
this Founders' Week.
Mary Jane King's new address is: Locust
St., Carlisle, Ky.
Mme. Eugenie Grand, Dorothy Shepherd
Smith, and Helen Foley Fuller (Mrs. Russ)
were on campus this Alumni Day.
Liza Windsor became Mrs. Albert Edward Mills on March 6 at Lake Worth,
Fla. After April 15, Mr. and Mrs. Mills
will be at home at 366 Wadsworth Ave.,
N. Y. City.
Class of 1934

•

Secretary: Burleigh Drummond, P. O.
Box 4808, Atlanta 2, Ga.
Jack Howden moved his business from
Muskegan, Mich., to Orlando, Fla., this
fall and acquired a new home for his family at 1828 Temple Dr. in Winter Park.
He was not only genial master of ceremonies at the Annual Alumni Luncheon
but in appreciation of his capable efforts
last time, was appointed 1948 Homecoming
Chairman by the assembled Council.
Barton Mumaw, leading dancer in the
Mary Martin National Co. production of
"Annie Get Your Gun", is still enjoying
a successful run in Chicago. "I love it and
it loves us," he says. The show goes on
tour this summer ending on the West
Coast. Watch your local papers for announcements.

(

Don, 16, and Sandra, 3, are the children of
Dorothy Edwards Smith (Mrs. J. Porter)
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We've just been brought up to date on
Ann Biscoe Johnson (Mrs. Henry), whose
home mailing address is 8 Jones St., New
York 14. She is teaching at the Friends
Seminary in N. Y. City but she and her
husband spend the summers at their farm
in Michigan. "Biscuits" has become an
outstanding photographer of children.
PARENTS MAGAZINE, which uses a
great many of her photos, put on a show
of her work last year.
We hear that Henry Austen is married,
back from military service and doing choir
and solo work in N. Y. City churches. Can
anyone give us his address?
Jack and Carol (Hemingway) Gardner
are teaching at the Rudolph Steiner School
in N. Y. City. They live in Englewood,
N. J., and have a daughter and son.
Our thanks to Dorothea Yust Smith
(Mrs. Wallace H.) for her new address:
63 Heatherdell Rd., Ardsley, N. Y.
Class of 1935
Secretary: Mrs. John T. Galey (B. G.
Fishback), Forsythe Rd., Charter Oak,
RFD 5, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Jean Blackburn and Fred Robinson, Jr.,
were married January 14 in the Presbyterian Church in Pulaski, Tenn. Jean's
mother, Mrs. James K. Blackburn (Jean
Ballenger), attended the former Rollins
Academy 1901-03.
Molly Vincent White (Mrs. Gilbert Van
Dusen) has 3 children, Judith Van Dusen,
born October 22, 1938, Susan Douglas,
born March 2, 1941, and Peter Douglas,
born February 13, 1947. Nancy Cushman
writes that she spent Christmas with Molly
at White Oaks Shade Rd., New Canaan,
Conn.
Nancy Cushman, re-elected Alumni Representative of District IV, expressed her
regrets that she was unable to be present
for Alumni Day this year, and particularly
to pay tribute to Dr. Holt at the luncheon.
She writes from The Playhouse in Albany,
N. Y.: "Our season has been extended to
26 weeks instead of the original 18." Nancy
broke all records doing "Personal Appearance" for 2 weeks. The house was sold out
for the entire run and the last night, Saturday, they had to turn away 1400 people
from the Box Office!
News from George H. Rogers tells us
that he is Headmaster of Hollis High
School, Hollis, N. H., and was in the Army
S years. He is married and has a son,
George William, 3y2 years old. That's a
very cute age — how about a snapshot of
little George?
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Walter Kimble was guest organist at the
Rollins Organ Vespers service in the
Knowles Memorial Chapel Service February 25. Walter is musical director of the
Broadway Methodist Church of Orlando.
Lucky classmates on campus for Alumni
Day were: Sara Harbottle Howden (Mrs.
Jack), who headed the Hospitality Committee; Trustee Olcott Demming, who is
with the State Dept. in Wash., D. C;
Nancy Rohlfing Bradford (Mrs. Carter) ;
and Elfreda Winant Ramsev (Mrs. Russell
W.).
Mrs. Sylvia Shares McLean arrived the
next day for the Animated Magazine and
we learned that she is Credit Manager for
Sears & Roebuck at Daytona Beach.
Class of 1936
Secretary: Mrs. Paul Hadley (Helen
Jackson), Elsah, 111.
Howard Showalter, Jr., president of the
Showalter Corp., announced the purchase
of the business and facilities of the Raymond Aviation Co. at the Orlando Municipal Airport early in January. They have
a Showalter Flying Service located at the
Orlando Municipal Airport. The corporation at present operates a fleet of 8 airplanes and specializes in Flight Training,
offering Private, Commercial, Instrument,
and Flight Instructor Courses. In addition,
it operates an air taxi service, airplane
rental, and sales and service of Cub, Luscombe, and Fairchild planes.
Marlen Eldridge Neumann (Mrs. Robert
G.) writes : "Robert is an assistant professor in political science at the Univ. of Calif,
at Los Angeles. We came here in September and love it. We've both been on radio
debates several times, he on NBC, I on
CBS, and besides I've plunged into League
of Women Voters activities with a bang.
I spoke at their recent Regional Convention (on International Trade—imagine!),
am International Relations Chairman for
the Westwood branch, and have been asked
to act as Chairman of Economics for the
whole Los Angeles League. Ronnie is a
bit over 3 and a charming little boy, still
with red hair and dimples—and such a love
for long words!" Marlen's address is: 3282
Grand View Blvd., Los Angeles 34, Calif.
In the Alumni Files is an attractive
folder showing in colors some of the beautiful antiques Maria Rutz displays in her
Art-Shop in Garmisch, Germany. Mia is
doing very well with her shop and says
that most of her customers are Americans
and they seem to like her things very much.
Mary Elizabeth White Lemly (Mrs.
Theron) and S-year-old daughter, Sarah
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Agnes, visited Mary Elizabeth's mother in
Orlando during the Christmas holidays.
Mr. Lemly flew down from their home in
Jackson Miss., to join the family Christmas Eve.
Marguerite Anne Colette, third child of
Anne Marie Grand Nilsen (Mrs.. A. N.)
was born January 17. Her father was on
sea duty with the U. S. Navy near Panama
when she was christened on February 8 in
Winter Park. But her grandmother, Mme.
Eugenie Grand '33 of the Rollins Faculty,
was present. Baroness Colette van Boecop
of the Rollins Faculty also attended as the
young lady's Godmother.
Class of 1937
Secretary: Mrs. Nelson Marshall (Grace
Terry), Virginia Fisheries Laboratory,
Yorktown, Va.
Wilma (Heath '39) and Hank Lauterbach are announcing the arrival of Craig
Alan on January 14, 1948. It certainly was
grand to see Willie and Hank back on
campus for Alumni Day.
Dick Tully is Regional Director of West
Coast Managers for the United Air Lines.
His temporary address is: 3333 Pacific
Av°., San Francisco, Calif.
Elizabeth Guy is living at the Fairfax,
43rd and Locust Sts., Philadelphia 4, Pa.,
and is a psychiatric social worker.
Class of 1938
Secretary: Mrs. Wendell C. Stone (Marita Stueve), Rollins College, Winter Park,
Fla.
At last we have caught up with Pat
Guppy. After her husband died, she lived
with her mother in Barbados and supported her young daughter, Diana Bercerra. On November 11, 1946, she was
married to Peter Widdup and daughter
Maureen was born to them on October
26, 1947. Pete and Pat are living in Trinidad, B.W.I., where their address is c/o
Trinidad Leaseholds Ltd., Pointe-A-Pierre.
Pat askd me to use this "collyum" to send
her apologies to Ruth Melcher Quant and
Frances Perpente Wright for not answering
their last letters. She congratulates Ruth
on her marriage and Frances on her new
son. Pat and her husband are doing some
writing, although he is a petroleum technician and she is also painting. Pat recently sold 2 pictures.
From another part of the world comes
a letter from Lois Riess Kerimis (Mrs.
Nico). She is in Thessaloniki, Greece,
teaching English at Anatolia College. Lois
sent a stone from the island of Delos to
Prexy for the Walk of Fame.
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St., Bloomfield, Conn. He works in Hartford with the Century Indemnity Company. Gabe was married on September 14,
1946, to Jean Ross Eddy and on November
IS, 1947, Burton Lynde Gabriel II arrived.
Gabe was in the Army 3 years and served
overseas at Guam with the 20th Air Forces.
We extend sympathy to you, George, on
the death of your parents in 1945.
Opal Peters Wilkerson (Mrs. William F.)
writes that army life is anything but monotonous. They are on the verge of leaving for South America after 6 months in
Derry Village, N. H. The Wilkerson family
consists of a dog named Leander-go-grabble-Dasher and a cat named Phtatatita.
We have Opal's permanent address for
forwarding purposes.
Olga Matthews Hux is living at 216
Tanner, Sikeston, Mo. She and John were
married July 10, 1941, and Johnny Jr.,
was born August 2Z, 1942. They are a
couple with varied interests, such as farming. John owns the Sikeston Tractor and
Implement Company as well as the DeSoto
and Plymouth agency. Sikeston is half way
\ '. between
St. Louis, Mo., and Memphis,
Tenn., on Highway 61. The Huxes invite
their friends to drop in.
Sandy and Arlyne (Wilson) Showalter.
Ruth Melcher Quant (Mrs. Willis) is
staff accompanist at the Univ. of Mo. in
Columbia. In addition, she teaches violin
At Augsburg, Germany, is May Long
and elementary music theory. Her husband
Chadwick (Mrs. Jan). Her husband is
is a pianist and is a member of the faculty
Chief of Civil Administration for Oberat Stephens College.
bayern and Schwaben. The Chadwicks
Alice Morgan Byron was married on
have seen Fentress and Mila Gibbons
November 1, 1941, to N. Hall McCord.
Gardner in Stuttgart and last spring they
They have 2 children, Rollin Byron born
saw Alena Heidlerova Cepkova, her husMarch 13, 1945, and Thomas Hall, born
band and 2 little girls in Prague. May's
August 26, 1947. The McCords live in
daughter, Janina, is 2 years old now.
Shreveport, La., (919 Giddens, Lane
Bill Twitchell writes from Berkeley,
Bldg.). Alice earned her B.B.A. in 1938
Calif., that he is a Mechanical Engineer
and LL.B. in 1941 at Tulane.
with the Univ. of Calif. Radiation LaboraThe Lew Wallaces (Vi Halfpenny) are
tory. He's a long way from Chemistry
doing their best to confuse your secretary
(earned his Masters in that in 1940 there),
with new addresses every 3 months. They
but is pleased just the same. From 1941 to
have now moved into Birmingham proper
1945 he worked on atomic bomb research,
and are at 2012 22nd Ave., S., Birmingwith 6 months at Oak Ridge. We gather
ham, Ala.
that Bill is in the business of building and
Albert Borden is Treasurer of Gilbor,
maintaining "particle accelerations" such
Inc. and affiliated companies. His busias cyclotrons, synchrotrons and linear acness address is 350 Madison Ave., N. Y.
celerations. For your benefit (don't understand it), Bill is now working on the preCity. He has 2 sons, Lewis Mercer born
September 30, 1941, and David Morris,
liminary designs of a 10 billion electron
born September 20, 1944.
volt proton acceleration, to be known as
a Bevatron. He expects to be in Berkeley
Carolyn Barrett Brosious (Mrs. Rutherfairly permanently since the Bevatron will
ford) has straightened us out concerning
take at least 5 years and $ 20 million to
her address. It is Route 8, Lynneford, St.
build.
Paul 10, Minn. In February they took
their annual ski trip to Sun Valley. We
George Gabriel is living at 131 Prospect
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Alena Cepkova and —
send Lynn and Ruddy our deepest sympathy on the loss of little Cindy Sue last
August.
Eugene Townsend was married on February 7, 1945. He is living at 7848 Paul
Jones Drive, Jacksonville, and is an Engineering Draftsman for Robert M. Augas,
consulting engineer.
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Wendell and I wish to announce the
adoption of a son. We have named him
Frank Van Rensselaer. He was born on
November 6, 1947. In spite of the fun
I'm having, I am still planning to get out
our class directory. However, I am waiting
for the remainder of the "census" sheets
to be returned, for so far only about half
have come back. If you have lost yours
and wish to be included, write me a letter
giving such information as date of marriage
and to whom, dates of the birth of children, occupation, correct home and business address, organizations you belong to
and any graduate schools attended with
degrees earned.
Class of 1939
Secretary: Frances Daniel, Box 816, Orlando, Fla.
Rick Gillespie's address is: 628 Melbourne Ave., Melbourne, Fla. Rick is the
coach of Melbourne High School.
In December Alena Heidlerova Cepkova
wrote: "In spring, 1946, I started working
with the UNRRA Mission to Czechoslovakia as travel officer and it certainly was
a hectic job with heaps of people travelling hence and forth all the time all over
the UNRRA world ... I am more busy
than ever with the United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund, because we will start operations in January
and because the administrative and paper
work is very complicated ... I myself am

John and Helen (Turner) Bookman are
living at 1228 Burney Lane, Cinn.
Ohio. They have 2 children, John Turner
born December 7, 1938, and Frances Ann
born January 22, 1940. John was a navigator with the Air Transport Command
for 3 years.
"H" Brown Andrews (Mrs. Harris C.)
and her husband, who is a Major in the
Air Corps, are living in Brookings, S. D.,
for the second year. Major Andrews is
Professor in Air Science and Tactics at
S. D. State College. They've bought a
house and "H" is busy taking care of
Rickie, Robbie and the fairly large house.
Sandy Showalter was married on December 30, 1947, at All Saints' Episcopal
Church here in Winter Park to Arlyne
Wilson. Mrs. Showalter served for 2 years
in the Marine Corps Women's Reserve and
attended both Rollins and Stetson. They
are living on Loch Lomond Drive in Winter Park, near the Showalter Airpark. Congratulations to you both.

Kaja are the children of
Alena Heidlerova Cepkova.
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Mr. and Mrs. Jack Harris with their young
son Robert.
supposed to be the Administrative Assistant to the Chief, but so far I have been
busy with all sorts of odd jobs, such as
travel, communications and as things look
now, travel and public relations will be my
chief occupation."
At the Founders' Day Luncheon, our
class was repsesented by Florence Swift
Durrance (Mrs. C. L., Jr.), John H. Lee
and his wife (Ruth Price '38), Wilma
Heath Lauterbach, and myself. Of course
Bob Hayes was there, and we are all proud
of the job he had done as President of the
Alumni Association.
During the fall we saw Hal Brady who
is living in Leesburg.
Do you all want to have a Class Reunion in 1949?
Class of 1940
Secretary: Mrs. C. Edwin Boswell (Lois
Sue Terry), 3601 San Pedro, Tampa 6,
Fla.
Nat and Virginia Bedell announce the
arrival of a baby daughter, named Catherine ("Cathy"), on December 15, 1947.
Ginny Staples Ariko (Mrs. John) is the
mother of 2 children. Stephan Gregory
will be 1 year old June 30, and Johnny
will be 5 in May.
Frank Walker, who has gone into the
tomato business for himself, writes: "Own
650 acres of land and trying to expand into
it as rapidly as possible ... a slow painful
process. Was married to a Miami girl in
1941 and now have a son 2% years and a
daughter 8 months old."
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Ely Haimowitz, who has been the "No.
1 American" in Korean music circles since
1945, is en route to Orlando to visit friends
before resuming his studies in piano at the
Julliard School of Music, N. Y. City.
Bill Brant writes: "Absolutely no change,
still living in Winter Park conducting my
printing shop and doing some beautiful
fishing right on Lake Virginia."
Freddie Drake writes from Wisconsin
that he and his wife Jean are now connected with a children's camp at Glen
Eyrie, Delavan.
Jack Hagenbuch ranked tenth in his class
when he received his degree in Mechanical
Engineering from Stevens Inst. of Technology in January. Since then he has been
working in Philadelphia for United Engineers and Construction, Inc. "I'm in the
Power Division and enjoying it immensely," Jack says. "My wife and I will
move to Philly as soon as we can find an
apartment. Any help from Rollins friends
in locating will be appreciated."
Margery Chindahl Greene (Mrs. George
L.) and her 3 sons are enjoying their annual visit with her father in Maitland.
Kay Lewis Lehman '27 gave a lovely tea
in honor of Margery in February. Margery
and Joe Justice, who is on the Tar coaching staff, joined us for Alumni Day.
Newly elected Vice-President of our
Alumni Association, Wendy Davis, shared
our regret that he could not attend the
Annual Meeting on campus this year. The
Westinghouse Radio Stations, Inc. (MBZWBZA) keep him busy. Wendy says: "Being the first station in the Boston market
to provide television service, I find myself
with more requests for publicity on the
new medium than it seems one hardpressed tub thumper can handle. In addition, we are building a new radio-television center, with plans of moving in to
the new building around June 1. This, too,
calls for extra effort. I find that being a
member of the Naval Reserve doesn't lessen the days activities either." A valuable
member of the new representative Alumni
Council, Wendy enthusiastically adds: "In
the meantime, here I am in this frozen
north — awaiting orders. You name it, and
we'll give it our best effort."
Babe Smith Dowlen (Mrs. Leonidas)
writes from Coral Gables: "My days are
crowded with agency and club work —
mainly Children Service Bureau, a Community Chest Agency, and Junior League
and Medical Auxiliary board meetings. Interspersed Bud and I play golf at the
Riviera, a fine new country club."
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Kay McDonough married Wyllis G. Ulrich June 22, 1946, and has a 6-months-old
baby boy, named William Raymond Ulrich. Kay writes that she usually tries to
make it down to Winter Park some time
during the winter, but "I guess those play
days are over for a while."
Class of 1941
Secretary: Mrs. Joe Johnson (Nancy
Locke), 1900 Harrison St., Orlando, Fla.
We have a few more answers to the
questionnaires sent out last fall — some review and some news.
Betty de Giers married Wallace C. Armstrong on August 24, 1943. Her address
was recently changed to 68-10 Continental
Ave., Forest Hills, L. I., N. Y.
Jack Harris and his wife, Marilyn, who
were married August 18, 1945, have a son,
Robert McCord Harris, born July 16, 1946.
Jack is district sales manager for Strata
Aire Mfg. Co. in Chagrin Falls, Ohio. Early
in January Jack and Marilyn stopped in
at the Alumni House on their way to Palm
Beach and Miami for 10 days.
Betty Tuttle and Robert F. Lyman were
married February 13, 1942, and have 2
children, Helen Todd, born August 16,
1944, and William Tuttle, born November
2, 1945. They make their home in Crooked
Creek, Alaska, and Betty writes interestingly: "Living at our quicksilver mine 25
miles from the nearest town — a small native village of 5 people — with which our
only means of communication is airplane
or radio, no road. From November, 1946,
until October, 1947, I didn't see another
woman. Isolated, but I like it. As I write
there is already 18 to 20 inches of snow
and the temperature is -20°. Perhaps we'll
have another winter such as the last when
we had 27 consecutive days where the thermometer read -50° or colder. Any of you
in Winter Park want to change places?"
From Frank L. "Bud" Goetz, Jr., we
learn that he married Elaine Gay Victor
'45 on August 23 of last year. Bud is production manager of the M. K. Goetz Brewing Co. in Kansas City, Mo. Elaine is
busy fixing up their new house and training her horses "for the forthcoming spring
and summer horse shows."
Frederick Kasten married Alathena Smith
and has a daughter, Alathena, born June
3, 1943. Fred is service manager for the
McCulloch Motors Corp. in Los Angeles,
Calif. As reported in the last issue of the
RECORD, the Kastens saw Don and Jean
(Turner) Cram last summer and lent them
their home while on a vacation, enabling the
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Crams to find a place of their own meanwhile. Fred travels a lot and hopes to get
to Florida eventually.
Barbara Northen and Robert Moorman
were married on March 22, 1944, and have
a daughter, Marilyn, born May 23, 1946,
and a son, Robert, born March 14, 1948,
Barbara was a WAVE officer during the
war. She and her family now make their
home in Corpus Christi, Tex. She writes:
"Have a painting hung in 1947 CORPUS
CHRISTI CALLER-^TIMES Art Exhibit.
There are 475 paintings by artists from 36
states on display."
Dorothea Rich and John H. Hageman
were married November 7, 1939, and have
a son, John, Jr., born September 28, 1941.
John is owner of a radio and television
store in Babylon, N. Y. The Hagemans
write: "Last year we took our yacht, The
Electron, down the inland waterway, and
spent 6 months in Ft. Lauderdale and
Miami. If we can leave this year, we plan
to fly, and stop off at Rollins for a few
days."
Patricia Van Schoiack became Mrs.
Richard Redlick June 4, 1942, and has 2
daughters, Duff Ellen, born March 12,
1943, and Tracy Lynn, born September 4,
1944. The Redlicks make their home in
Palo Alto, Calif., where Pat is busy as a
"housewife, mother, volunteer social worker and church worker." She writes: "I am
a member of a group running a tea room,
the proceeds of which go to support a bed
in the Standford Convalescent Home for
Children of underprivileged families. So I
serve lunch one day a week. I am a member of a painting class and the president
of a Woman's Auxiliary in All Saints Epis-

Bette (Watson), Rae, Jack and
Lt. Hal Bearing.
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copal Church (the Sunday School mothers) . So in other words, just a dull housewife."
„
,JX
Marjorie McQueen Comb (Mrs. Ronald)
who was married December 26, 1941, has
2 children, Cynthia Merritt, born January
4, 1945, and Leland Fraser, born January
18, 1948. Marjorie is living in Minneapolis, Minn., at 2425 Bryant Ave., S.
Forgot to answer a questionnaire for
myself. Married Joseph ("Buck") Johnson
August 9, 1941, and we have 2 children,
Judith, born November 27, 1942, and Todd
Locke, born December 12, 1945. We live
in Orlando, Fla., where Buck is in the insurance agency business.
Won't those of you who haven't answered my plea for information, PLEASE
do so?
Class of 1942

I

Secretary: Elizabeth Knowlton, 611 N.E.
23rd St., Miami, Fla.
Bill Chadbourne was married November
13, 1947, to Harriet Delphyne Passell in
Chicago, 111. Bill and his wife now live
at: 1341 N. State Pkwy., Chicago, 111.
Betty Tomlinson Lang (Mrs. Clifford
H.) of Davenport, Iowa, arrived in Winter Park in January to visit her mother
while Clifford was in Tennessee on business.
Jean Herbert married Robert C. Marshall December 12, 1947, in Richmond, Va.
Their new address is: 423 White Horse
Pike, Haddon Heights, N. J.
Robert S. Matthews, Jr., was born February 4, 1948. Bob and Bebe (Wing '44)
Matthews are living at: 121 Maplewood,
Sikeston, Mo.
Lt. and Mrs. H. H. Dearing (Bette Watson) recently spent 6 weeks in Florida.
While visiting Bette's folks in St. Petersburg and Madeira Beach, the Dearings motored up to Winter Park and enjoyed 2
days of touring the campus and seeing Rollins friends. Lt. Dearing is serving at the
Naval Air Station in Norfolk, Va.
John Gross is studying to receive his
Doctorate in Chemistry at Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst. in Troy, N. Y. His wife,
Trudie Musselwhite Gross '44 spent the
month of January with her mother in Winter Park.
Isabel Flagg Tyson (Mrs. Thomas) is
living at: 712 S. 6th Ave., W., Newton,
Iowa. While Tom is doing development
work for Maytag, "Izzy" is busy taking
care of their 3 children, 4 cats and 2 dogs.
Janet Harrington Lucas (Mrs. B. L., Jr.)
came by the Alumni House during Christmas vacation. Her husband Blaine '44 is
teaching at N. C. State College.
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Judy, at 4, is more interested in her book
than her 2 year old brother, Allan. They
are the children of Frank and Helen (Darling) Johnson.
Boyd France arrived in N. Y. on February 19 aboard the SS DeGrasse with his
French bride. On March 12 Boyd was appointed European representative for the
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co. However,
Rollins will have a glimpse of them_ before
they return to Paris when they visit his
parents, Dr. and Mrs. Royal W. France,
in Winter Park.
Carol Ann, infant daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Gerald L. Kenderdine (Elva Kennedy), was born December 27, 1947.
Rachel Harris Reed (Mrs. Theodore
W.), Jane Coates, and Aldine Baker MacCorkle (Mrs. Robert C, Jr.) were among
those present on Alumni Day.
Class of 1943
Secretary: Mrs. Charles Evans (Shirley
Bowstead), Belle Isle, Pine Castle, Fla.
We extend our deepest sympathy to Gertrude Phillips Wildner (Mrs. Carl R.) on
the death of her father early in March.
Trudy's new address is: c/o J. A. Wildner,
Amherst, Mass.
Pat (Clark) Coates and husband Jimmy
'40 moved into their new home in Winter
Haven the first of the year. Their address is now: 2203 12th St., N. W., Winter Haven, Fla. Jimmy is Research Director for the Adams Packing Assn., Auburndale, Fla. Pat writes: "Our twins are getting big ... 4 years old now, and baby
Sally is iVz already. Any and all drop in
and see us when up our way."
Jane Dorman and Daniel J. O'Connor
were married in the Orlando Air Base
Chapel on January 31, 1948. Frances Daniel '39 was one of Jane's bridesmaids. After a motor trip to the East Coast, the
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Flora (Harris) and John Twachtman.
O'Connors are now living at 627 E. Robinson, Orlando.
Bobbie Betz visited on campus for a
few sets of tennis late in December before
starting her winter professional tour with
Mrs. Sarah Palfrey Cooke.
Bill Terhune started back to school at
Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration last fall. William B. Terhune,
III, was born on November 6, 1947, in
Boston.
Carol (Elliott) and Arthur Sewell visited
in Winter Park with daughter Suzanne in
January.
Betty Yokel '41 and Al Goldblatt have
been "Mr. and Mrs." since September 9,
1941. After 7 years we're finally catching
up with them. Their address is: Dell Ave.,
Kenvil, N. J.
Freeland and Mary Babcock are receiving congratulations on the birth of a son,
Stephen Cason, born February 28, 1948,
in Philadelphia, Pa.
Clark Kemp is living in N. J. and attending Bloomfield College. He spent his
Christmas vacation in Winter Park visiting the Emerys.
"Cherie" (Joan Marie Lawes) and
Henry Jacobsen were married December
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21, 1946. Henry is now associated with
Best and Co., N. Y. City.
We hear that Frank and Kay (Saunders)
Bowes have settled in Phila., Pa. How
about sending us your address?
Your secretary was busy in January
showing her entries at the annual Central
Fla. Kennel Show in Orlando.
Carolyn (Kent '45) and Cecil Butt are
going to Grand Rapids, Mich., on July 1.
Cecil has a residency in Pathology for 1
year at Blodgett Memorial Hospital, Grand
Rapids.
Faith Illava writes that she and Earl
Runner, Jr., were married on August 26,
1947, at All Soul's Church in N. Y. City.
Babs (Holmes) and Bill Harms '41 are
the proud parents of a baby boy, Frank
Holmes, born January 22, 1948.
Mary Jane Metcalf Donnalley (Mrs.
Ken) is advisor of Christian education at
Trinity Episcopal Church in Houston, Tex.
She has a staff of 35 under her leadership.
Barbara (Brown) and Dennis Shea were
in town for Alumni Day as were Betty
Cameron and Floyd Jaggears and his wife.
We are delighted that the Sheas and daughter Barbara Cecelia have returned to make
Winter Park their home.
Barbara Lambert Redding (Mrs. James
W., Jr.) writes from Falmouth, Mass.:
"My 2 children keep me a little too busy
to have much startling news . . . they are
Jim (J. W. R., HI) aged 4 years and Carol,
14 months. We almost got south this winter but got snowed in. Our Jeep has been
used almost more than the car . . . though
I must admit that we here on the Cape
have had much less snow than the rest of
New England. We've been remodeling a
funny old farm house that we bought because we liked the barn. Said barn is built
of big granite blocks, a novelty for down
here.
Mel and Smokey (Sholley '43) Clanton,
with their 2%-year-old son Christie, stopped overnight in Winter Park early in
March to see Smokey's brother, Pete Sholley '50 They also enjoyed seeing the new
buildings on campus and their many Rollins friends. The next day the Clantons
drove on to Lakeland for a short visit
with Mel's folks.
James Gunn is a graduate assistant
teaching music at the Univ. of Fla. His
address in Tallahassee is 919 W. College
Ave.
Class of 1944
Secretary: Marjorie P. Coffin, Bay Island, Sarasota, Fla.
Dick Sewell of the faculty at Northwest-
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ern Univ. spent 2 weeks with his parents in
Winter Park before returning to Chicago
in January.
"Nita" Amaral is working for the United
Nations, and her address is: 14 Princeton
St., Garden City, L. I., N. Y.
Does any one know the whereabouts of
Mary Jane Hughes Harper (Mrs. George)
who used to live in Jacksonville? If you
do, how about dropping a card to the
Alumni Office so that we may put Mary
Jane back on our mailing list?
Nancy Boyd is living in Philadelphia and
working for International Business Machines Corp.
Bill Millner has a 12 piece orchestra in
California.
Jane Cotton Morrison (Mrs. Carl)
writes: "Kathleen Jane Morrison, born
October 17, 1947, in Lebanon, N. H. . . .
Carl's father doing the honors in the
role of doctor. She is our first child and
we think she is wonderful." In February
Jane and Kathleen flew down from Cape
Cod for a visit with her parents in Orlando.
John Bistline and Gordon Evans '47
dropped in at the Alumni House while
they were home for the holidays at the
first of the year. John said that while
en route through N. Y. City he had lunch
with Ellie (Curtis'43) and Walter Beard.
Walter is now with the Emergency Com-

Lindsey Elliott is the prize-winning son of
Mr. and Mrs. Lindsey C. de Cuehery.
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mittee of Atomic Scientists. John was on
hand too for the Alumni Luncheon on
Alumni Day. He finished his studies in
February toward his M.S. degree in Physics
at Cornell Univ. and will receive his degree
in June. March 1 he started work at the
Knolls Atomic Power Lab. with the G. E.
Co. in Schenectady, N. Y.
Gloria Hansen was married December
21, 1947, to David Ellicott Squiers, Jr.
David is a professor and head of the Fine
Arts Dept. at Western College in Oxford,
Ohio. Their address is: 215 N. University
Ave., Oxford, Ohio.
Polly Rushton was married in January
to Clyde Wilkins, Jr., in Miami, Fla. The
newlyweds honeymooned in Jamaica and
are now residing in Helen, Ga.
Ann Pattishall White (Mrs. B. R.), who
is now living in Commerce, Tex., visited
with her parents in Orlando for 10 days
in February.
Janet McQueen Lee (Mrs. Maurice H.)
is now living at: 32 Waverly Place, Melbourne, Fla. Janet and Maurice, who were
married June 5, 1944, have a daughter
Merritt Lee, born May 29, 1947.
Jean Twachtman Banzhaf and husband
Parker became the proud parents of a
second daughter, Erice, on March 10. Their
3-year-old, Paula Jean, is delighted with
her new baby sister.
Class of 1945
Secretary: Mrs. John Korewick (Grace
Sebree). 1407 W. 1st St., Sanford, Fla.
Paul Gross received the recognition of
full membership in the Rensselaer Chapter
of Sigma Xi (traditionally for alumni and
graduate students of Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst.) on January 21 in impressive ceremonies in Troy, N. Y., for "outstanding
achievement in science." Paul is attending
RPI, and is one of the very few undergraduates who have been honored by a full
membership in the organization. Congratulations, Paul!
Edith Bennett married Wilmer D. Confehr of Schuylkill, Pa., at the Second Reform Church in Hackensack, N. J., on
January 17. Her attendants included Judy
Hudgings, maid of honor, and Eleanor
Wilkerson, bridesmaid. Edith's brother
Hartland, who plans to re-enter Rollins
next fall, was an usher. Pat Thompson '48
and Dotty Ault were also present. The
newlyweds made a 3 weeks wedding trip
to Key West, Fla. We're depending on
Edith to send us her new address.
Shirley Riddle Cucuel (Mrs. Bruce L.)
who was married in the Rollins Chapel
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Ball wedding party, reading left to right: Harriet Kirby, Mary Upthegrove, Dean Marian
van Buren Cleveland, Connie (Clifton) and Roland Ball, Ernest Ball and Dean Wendell
C. Stone. They were photographed at the home of Dean Arthur and Miss Ethel Enyart,
shortly after the bride and groom exchanged vows in the Knowles Memorial Chapel on
December 13.
on June 1 is now living at: 331% Walton
Blvd., W. Palm Beach, Fla.
Another new address is that of Genie
Scruggs White (Mrs. Otis J., Jr.) which
is: 1317 Romanz Rd., Charlotte, N. C.
Mabel Mabry, Provisional Chairman of
the Tampa Junior League, attended the
Junior League Convention in Jacksonville
late in January. She drove back to Winter
Park with "Jimmy" James '23. Mabel was
the week-end house-guest of Aurora Mckay '30 during Founders' Week.
Judy Hudgings, research-curator of the
Beal-Maltbie Shell Museum at Rollins,
went to St. Petersburg, Fla., in January to
exhibit 2 collections of shells in the St.
Petersburg Shell Show.
Lt. James Smith Lett writes from Offutt
Field, Fort Crook, Neb.: "Still in the Army
Air Force — that is Second Air Force. Just
returned to the States November 1, 1947."

Class of 1946
Secretary:
Hallijeanne Chalker, 522
Chase Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
June, the month of weddings — Someone wasn't reckoning with the Rollins Class
of '46.
On January 31, Sally Wing and Dr.
David Cole Wilson, Jr. were married in
All Saints' Episcopal Chapel in Winter
Park. It was a beautiful wed ing. Sally
and her husband will live in Syracuse,
N. Y., where he is interning at Memorial
Hospital.
Also on that same day Jeanne Cline married Thomas Leete Stillwell of Shaker
Heights, Ohio, in Ft. Lauderdale.
In the Episcopal Church in Avon Park
on February 27, Peg Mandis and John G.
Caraberis of N. Y. City were married in
a perfectly lovely ceremony. Your secretary
was thrilled to death to be the maid of
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Class of 1947
honor. The reception in the Mandis home
Secretary:
Ainslie Embry, Cherokee
on Lake Letta was something really to
Park and Woodbourne Ave., Louisville,
be remembered. It was wonderful to see
Ky.
Ruth (Smith) and Jean Yadley, Ruth
Grace Fulton has been with the Harold
looking like a Conover model transplanted
Fleming Gift Shop on Park Ave. in Winter
from the Big City. Peg and Johnny honeyPark since November.
mooned in the state and then had a leisGeorgie Lopaus Campbell (Mrs. William
urely trip up North, stopping off at quite
H., Jr.) is living at: 1401 Evergreen Ave.,
a few points of interest. They will live in
Plainfield, N. J.
an apartment in The Parrott House in
Hannah France and Stuart James were
Schoharie, N. Y.
married December 21 at her parents' home
Congratulations from the rest of '46 to
in Winter Park. After a wedding trip to
these wonderful people.
the Florida West Coast Hannah returned
On January 18, some Rollinsites-to-be
to Providence, R. I., where she is studying
were baptized in the Frances Chapel. They
for her Master's Degree at Pembroke Colwere Virginia Ann de Guehery, daughter of
Billy Joe and Doris; and Lindsey Elliott lege, and Stuart resumed his studies here
de Guehery, son of Lindsey and Marian at Rollins.
Becky Hill became the bride of Page
(who, by the way, has been winning all
Scott Buckley of Texas City, Tex., in a
sorts of awards in baby photograph condouble ring ceremony at the Frances
tests.) Aubine and Nadine Batts were witChapel of Knowles Memorial Chapel on
nesses.
January 29. The couple will make their
Clyde Taylor Pate has been visiting in
home in Texas City where Becky's husband
her home town, Tampa, and was one of the
is associated with the Monsanto Chemical
shining lights at the Gasparilla Ball there.
Co.
Also in Tampa working hard is Nonita
We have just received word that Ilo
Cuesta as a provisional member of the
Lorenz and "Oddy" Wood have joined the
Tampa Junior League. Congratulations to
ranks of airline hostesses along with vetthe League, Nonita.
eran Dotty Lott '48. They went through
Someone said that Gordon Felton has a
the training together and are now working
marvelous job with LOOK magazine.
for National Airlines.
That's wonderful, Gordon. We know you
Reedy and Gracia Talton took time off
have lots to add there.
from their work in New York to spend
Did you know that Betty Semmes is now
the Christmas holidays in Orlando with
living at 908% Hamilton Court, Savannah,
Gracia's mother and brother. It was nice
Ga.? That Teddy Baird is at 118 W. 13th
to see Reedy about camrjus again.
St., N. Y. City? And Betty Gerbrick
Emily Eiseman married John Rothchild
Hanna and husband are at 4034 No. ElinJanuary 10 in St. Louis, Mo.
hurst Rd., Milwaukee 10, Wis. Betty
Mr. and Mrs. Robert B. Ward, Jr. ansays she's been so tickled to see Shirley
nounce the birth of their daughter, Mary
(Winther) and Gerry Griffin over from
Elizabeth, on January 17. The Ward's are
Waukegan every now and then. Bet they
living in Old Saybrook, Conn., and receive
have some good old Rollins jam sessions,
their mail at Box 222.
Ed Johnson and his wife have moved too;
Betty Rosenquest's latest address is
they're back in Orlando and love it.
60S % Kelton Ave., Westwood 24, Calif.,
Gloria Boggs is working at Rutland's in
Orlando. Your secretary loves bumping but she was planning to leave this month.
Meanwhile she would like to know of any
into her quite often.
Rollinsites in her vicinity especially Anita
Daphne (Takach '42) and John Powell
Rodenbaeck, who is "somewhere in Caliwere in the South for a concert tour the
fornia." Betty tells us that Anne LeDuc is
first of the year. It was marvelous to hear
teaching 9th Grade Biology and Physical
John's beautiful voice in chapel on January
Education.
11. Daphne and John also gave a recital
Your correspondent, who has been workat the Seminole Hotel.
ing for her brother in Louisville since June
If you all only saw some of the appre15 is going to Chattanooga to open a
ciative letters your secretary gets from a
branch office for him. I am getting real infew of the classmates about the squibs she
telligent on the subject of Material Handlmanages to eke out for the RECORD, you
ing Equipment — never knew that manuwould let her know more of your news.
facturing operations could be so interestThink how wonderful it would be to have
ing. Later this spring I look forward to
items about everybody in the RECORD.
revisiting Rollins.
Bye, until the June issue.
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Shirley Evans Stuart (Mrs. John T., Jr.)
has returned to Winter Park to live at 346
Park Ave. No., and was among those
who enjoyed honoring Prexy at the Alumni
Luncheon.
Janet Clarke writes from 1402 E. Moyamensing Ave., Phila. 47, Pa.: "I am now
in Philly working with the Internes in
Industry project of the American Friends
Service Committee (Quaker Organization).
Right now I'm a labor organizer and enjoy my work very much. Spent Christmas
with Liz Cidester and her parents in Connecticut. It's wonderful to be so near
an old friend like Liz."
Roberto Eyzaquirre married Natalie June
Gallaher March 20 at the St. Paul's Chapel
of Columbia Univ. in N. Y. City.
Nancy Macfarland Wismer (Mrs. Frank
E., Jr.) was married September 28, 1946,
and has a son, Frank Earl Wismer, III,
born January 1, 1948. Nancy's address is:
Warwick Apts. (Apt. No. 42), 1906 Sansome St., Phila. 3, Pa.
Class of 1948
Our deepest sympathies are extended to
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Mrs. R. Luke Andre (Nancy Lee Tusler)
on the death of her husband December 3,
1947. Nancy's present address is: 301 Lombard, San Francisco, Calif.
We've just heard from her mother that
Maggie Wirtz married Shannon W. McCrary July 6, 1946, in Alameda, Calif., at
the Naval Air Base Chapel. Last April her
husband transferred from the San Diego
Naval Air Base to Barber's Point Naval
Air Base in Hawaii. Maggie rejoined him
in June, and they expect to live there about
3 years. Her address now reads: c/o Lt.
Shannon W. McCrary, V-C(N)-1-Navy14, c/o F.P.O., San Francisco, Calif.
Margot Starr will play the leading role
in George Bernard Shaw's "St. Joan," in
Clinton, N. Y., when Hamilton College's
Charlatans present the play in April.
Margot is a senior at Bennington College
in Vermont and is allowed, under the Bennington plan, to be away from the campus to work on a project related to her
chosen work. She was stage manager for
Leo Carroll's production of "Angel Street"
which appeared at the Annie Russell Theatre in January, and was a member of the
Orlando Army Air Base Players in 1945,
playing in "The Philadelphia Story," "Here
Comes Mr. Jordan" and "Front Page."
Good luck, Margot!
Dotty Lott, enthusiastic National Airlines hostess, visited relatives in Orlando
during February. An article which appeared beside Dotty's picture in an Orlando
newspaper told that for the most part of
her career she has been based in Miami,
where she lived with 2 other airline hostesses. Her favorite 'runs' are from Havana,
Cuba, to N. Y. City and New Orleans.
Dotty told the newspaper that wherever
there was a storm, she seemed to be there.
She was caught in the Florida hurricane
twice last year, and weathered the N. Y.
snow storm in December.
Class of 1949
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Becky (Hill) and Page Scott Buckley leaving Knowles Memorial Chapel just after
they became Mr. and Mrs. on January 29.

"Pidge" Howell was married to Stanley
A. Schultz at her home in Miami on February 2. After a short wedding trip around
Florida, the couple returned to Winter
Park and are now making their home on
Mayfield Ave. while Stanley is studying at
Rollins.
We just received word that Bettye
Kerckhoff married Hubert E. Howard, Jr.
September 27, 1947. Lois Moynahan of
Detroit was one of her bridesmaids. After returning from their wedding trip to
Bermuda, they settled down in Pinckneyville, 111., where they bought a house.
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ONLY A FEW MORE DOZEN ROLLINS PLATES
IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE
We were prepared to announce that no more Rollins Plates were currently
available when the Boston importers wired us another 9 dozen had arrived from
England just before this issue went to press.
Orders for a dozen of these handsome Wedgwood Plates had accumulated
since our last supply was exhausted. These have been air-mailed to Boston to
be filled and sent express collect to the purchasers.
It has not been possible to ascertain how long it will take to get the next
shipment from England. Meantime, orders will be filled as they are received
as long as any of the remaining 8 dozen plates last.
Rollins plates are made by the famous Josiah Wedgwood and Sons Ltd. at
their factory in Etruria, England. Originally brought out in commemoration
of our Semicentennial Celebration at Rollins, these handsome service plates are
ten and a quarter inches in diameter. They are produced in Ivory Queensware
decorated in Indian Blue with an original design hand engraved on copper, as
illustrated on the back page of this magazine.
Equally popular as wedding, birthday, anniversary and graduation gifts,
Rollins Wedgwood Plates are still available at prewar prices of: $2.00 each for
individual plates; $10.00 for a half dozen; and $18.00 for a dozen. Payment
for plates should accompany all orders.
All Rollins plates will be expressed collect, unless advance arrangements
are made with the Alumni Office for prepaying gift orders. Cards attached
to orders will be enclosed.

(THIS COUPON IS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE)
Alumni Office, Rollins College
Winter Park, Florida
Please send
Name:

Rollins Wedgwood Plates to:
—

Address:

I enclose $
Association.
Sender's Signature

made payable to the Rollins College Alumni

Rollins Library

Doubly Treasured

I
Rollins Wedgwood Plates

